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About This Content

It takes more than a standard semi-trailer to deliver these loads! When a cargo gets heavy, it's time for more axles to satisfy the
DOT and make it safely across that bridge! Introducing complex multi-joint trailers with jeeps and boosters spreading the

weight of the cargo.

New Cargoes

Crawler Tractor

Bulldozer

Lift Truck Chassis

Lift Truck

Cable Reel

Milling Machine

All Terrain Crane

Scraper
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Heavy Cargo Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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awesome, killer feels threatening. It's fun and cheap, and it runs at a good fps.. Talked to Jason
Bought Gift for His Mother
Didnt Wanted to Marry him.
He Never Talks to me Again

Would buy gift again 9\/11. I will smash everyone's head who is opposed to Nene!
谁反对宁宁就砸烂谁的狗头！. RECOMMENDED, MY FRIEND.. The game is fun with good graphics but its too short for the price. Its
basicly a demo.

Hopefuly they will add more content.. Its pretty cool, but i wish there was a few more cars. Great mod, adds a different element
to the game. WW1 CoH is good.. 1. Seizure clicking
2. 100% unlocked

Only recommand if you wanna waste your life
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I am writing this review after "only" 50 minutes of playtime. "Only", because this is a very fast game, where levels should be
finished in under 10 seconds sometimes. So 50 minutes is a looong time for playing this game and feels like 5 hours or so.

Whether you are looking for a few minutes of distraction or want to try a speedrun after mastering all levels forth and back, this
game is well worth its small price.

Pro:
- Each level is more or less easy to win, but hard to nearly impossible to master
- I like the school grade measuring system for level success. Makes you want to try it "only one more time" ;-)
- the retro-modern, cathode-ray tube, 8-Bit, pseudo-3D graphics
- Support! The game creator\/programmer was able to help me with a specific technical issue within hours. Double plus LIKE!

Neutral:
- the storyline. Not every game must have one. This one fits into the overall game look and feel, but I would not have missed it
if it did not have one.

Cons:
- when playing for a while, the music may get a bit monotonous. This is my personal experience, which may not be applicable to
other players.

[removed]Cons: - possible issues with screen resolution in full screen mode. Unity does not remember the set screen resolution.
This is a Unity platform specific flaw on some systems (like mine, unfortunately) for which the programmer cannot be blamed
for. Windowed mode works fine, so this is no real issue.
[Edit Mar 24th: solved. The game creator reactivated the Unity config screen which allows to set fullscreen in the correct
resolution. Again: double plus LIKE!]. This title looks like it will be very good! Developer listens to what you say which is great
unlike many others. Almost didn't buy it because the last small developer I purchased from (Ghost Machine) was a horrible
experience that left a bad taste in my mouth. I am sure glad I gave them the benefit of the doubt. I\u2019m looking forward to
the finished product.. You get what you pay for. Spin the wheels, get the anime ladies.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lcOUVRtDPRQ&feature=youtu.be

The most fun I had was trying to track down the ways to restore the game to its **full potential**

PS: Coincidentally, i had just played the previous game from this publisher, who apparently already got wiped under a
previous name. So if you're the completionist sort, you may want buy this game before it mysteriously disappears from
Steam again.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C94LY1mQpjQ

PPS: Does anyone even read reviews for this kinda game? I'd imagine not. Anyway, enjoy.. 10\/10 add-on!. First time I play this
game about 6 month ago, and it was good. But now it's much better!
It's an old-fashioned game with a non-stop action.
Graphics, music, sound effects - everything is nice. Good storyline. Interesting perks in RPG mode.
I like it! This game is for true ninjas :). A decent Lovecraftian horror romp, that does not overstay its welcome. Atmosphere and
ambience are nice for the most part. The occasional muddy texture or ugly object stick out a little, but the solid lighting and
ambient sound keeps you immersed well enough considering this is not a big budget affair.

The story is compelling enough to keep you marching onwards to the end titles. Worth a purchase for fans of Lovecraftian
adventures or psychological horror in general. Those looking for a high octane action affair would likely find disappointment,
though.
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